
                                                             SLSC High Power Sporting Rifle Match 
                                                                                  23 June 2018                                                                                
                                                                                  Match Report 
 
   Although the weather looked like it would surely rain we showed up at the range with the intention of shooting a rifle 
match and intended to do so unless we encountered lightning. It didn’t rain and by mid-morning was sunny and 
pleasant. Attendance was low since 6 of our regulars had other obligations this weekend, but we managed to muster 5 
riflemen for a hotly contested match. 
 Paul came away as match winner by 2 x’s over Dick who was able to shoot thanks to Rob for acting as Chief Range 
Officer on the one man second relay. It was close, but a couple bad shots made the difference in Paul’s favor. 
 We only had one iron sights shooter, Lee with his .30 Carbine, so there was no award for high iron sights. 
 
 Rob recently received his Sharpshooter classification card from the NRA, the first of our several Marksmen to advance 
to a higher classification. Congratulations are in order. Joshua’s 262-2x was an excellent score for a first time shooter in 
this event, only 6 points below the Sharpshooter classification threshold.  
 
  My thanks to the shooters who continue to support our high power match program, to Rob for running the second 
relay for me, and to all the shooters for their help in setting up and tearing down the range for the match.    
  
 Our next high power rifle match will be the popular Vintage Military Rifle match which will be held on July 28th.Get 
those old war horses out of the gun safe and tuned up and sighted in for a fun day at the range. We have some neat 
pewter rifle pins for the hats of the highest scoring shooters. More details will follow as the match day approaches.   
 Dick Chadwick, Match Director        
 
                                             
                                                                         Official Results Bulletin 
                                                                               Optical Sights                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Name                      Rifle                      Prone     Standing     Sit/Kneel    Prone      Aggregate         Place               NRA Class/Cat                                                                           
                                                                Slow                             Rapid         Rapid 
 
Stephens, P.     Mossberg .223          80-2x         66-0x           73-0x        79-2x        298-4x              Match                  MA  
                             bolt action                                                                                                             Winner                     
         
Chadwick, R.      AR-15 Carbine         78-0x        72-1x            71-1x         77-0x       298-2x                                           EX 
                                   .223 
 
Shawala, J.         Ruger AR556            58-0          59-0             76-2x         69-0          262-2x                                       MK (Temp) 
                                   .223  
                                                                 
Bond, R.              Rem 700, .243        77-2x         51-1x           64-0x         64-0x        256-3x                                           SS 
                              bolt action 
                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                            
                                                                                Metallic Sights 
Battle, L.    Universal M1 Carbine            64-1x       37-0x             35-0x        27-0x         163-1x                               MK (Temp) 
                          .30 Carbine 
 
                                                 80 points possible each stage, 320 points possible aggregate. 
                  MA: Master, EX: Expert, SS: Sharpshooter, MK: Marksman, Temp.: Temporary Classification      
 
 
 


